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Abstract

This paper outlines the efforts to develop an ultra-wideband spectrum analyzer that takes advantage of the broad spectral response

and fine spectral resolution (�25 kHz) of spatial-spectral (S2) materials. The S2 material can process the full spectrum of broadband

microwave transmissions, with adjustable time apertures (down to 100 ms) and fast update rates (up to 1 kHz). A cryogenically

cooled Tm:YAG crystal that operates on microwave signals modulated onto a stabilized optical carrier at 793 nm is used as the core

for the spectrum analyzer. Efforts to develop novel component technologies that enhance the performance of the system and meet

the application requirements are discussed, including an end-to-end device model for parameter optimization. We discuss the

characterization of new ultra-wide bandwidth S2 materials. Detection and post-processing module development including the

implementation of a novel spectral recovery algorithm using field programmable gate array technology (FPGA) is also discussed.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 42.40.Ht; 42.50.Md; 42.79.Hp
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1. Introduction

There is a growing need for RF spectrum analyzers
capable of detecting broadband microwave signals with
precision and with millisecond response times. The
proliferation of electronic signals in battlefield environ-
ments poses a significant challenge to modern defense
systems. Emerging electronic support systems must have
the capability to detect and respond to multiple electronic
signals that can be centered anywhere in the DC to tens of
gigahertz range. While sophisticated hardware is available
to lock on to signals over the microwave band given the
sources center frequency, monitoring the full microwave
band for signals of interest poses a major challenge.
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Large bandwidth acousto-optic spectrum analyzers [1]
relied on diffraction of light by a traveling-wave nature
where the angular shift was proportional to RF frequency.
The bandwidth is limited by the acousto-optic response
times and the diffraction efficiency. Optical spectral hole-
burning technology utilizing spatial spectral (S2) materials
has been proposed as a solution for performing spectral
analysis on short bursts of broadband frequency agile
microwave signals. A spectrally multiplexed diffraction
analyzer using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) and
spatial-spectral holography, that operates analogously to
the acousto-optic spectrum analyzer converting spectral
content to spatial angle information has been developed
[2–4]. The spatial diffraction, however, renders it less
suitable to two-dimensional array applications. A novel
chirp transform approach has been applied to perform
spectral analysis [5,6]. This approach has been shown to
provide Fourier transform limited access to the spectrum
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and a record time bandwidth product of 24,000 over a
1.6GHz bandwidth has been demonstrated [7]. A single
channel S2 spectrum analyzer (S2SA) that uses a very
simple topology for spectral processing utilizing a single
spot in an optical crystal, and is thus amenable to spatially
multiplexed array applications has been proposed and
demonstrated [8–12]. Capture and analysis of the full
power spectrum of broadband RF signals lasting less than
a millisecond in different signal environments was demon-
strated. Key device features such as wide bandwidth
(�GHz), sub-MHz resolution, and short time apertures
(hundreds of microseconds) were shown.

In this paper we explore the development and character-
ization of the S2 technology with optical spectral hole-
burning materials to enable full spectral analysis of
microwave signals. We discuss the implementation of
schemes to perform spectral analysis on a variety of RF
signals and demonstrate broad bandwidth operation, high-
spectral resolution, large material dynamic range, and low
readout latency. We also present the design considerations
and the development of subcomponent technologies,
including novel materials and other enabling techniques.

2. Principle of operation of S2SA

The core of the S2 technology consists of a material that
is capable of recording the power spectrum of an optical
signal. S2 crystals typically contain rare earth ions (1019

ions per cm3), such as Thulium (Tm) or Erbium (Er) that
are doped into oxides like YAG, a common laser host
material. The individual ions doped in the crystal have
narrow optical resonances, exhibiting linewidths on the
order of a kilohertz at cryogenic temperatures (4–6K). Due
to microscopic inhomogeneities in the crystal, the resonant
frequency of each ion is shifted from its nominal value.
These shifts are randomly distributed and lead to an
inhomogeneous absorption profile that can range from
20GHz to over 200GHz wide. The dopant ions can be
viewed as a bank of narrow band filters and the S2
materials act intrinsically like multi-channel spectrum
analyzers. The narrow homogeneous linewidth of �kHz
gives the S2SA its fine spectral resolution, while the
inhomogeneous profile lends itself to the broadband
spectral coverage. The ratio of the inhomogeneous
bandwidth to the homogeneous linewidth yields the
number of spectral channels or the time-bandwidth
product of the spectrum analyzer. Ratios as high as 108

have been speculated [13] and a huge channel capacity has
been demonstrated [7].

The basic components and the principle of operation of
the S2SA are shown in Fig. 1. The RF input signal to be
analyzed is modulated onto an optical carrier, which is
tuned to the resonance wavelength of the ions (Tm
�793 nm or Er �1.5 mm) by a high-bandwidth EOM. The
optical carrier must have a linewidth less than the device’s
required frequency resolution. The EOMs facilitate the
transfer of the full electronic spectrum to the optical
domain. The modulated optical beam illuminates one
spatial location on the S2 crystal. If the bandwidth of the
modulated optical beam lies within the inhomogeneous
absorption profile of the material, then the full power
spectrum of the optical beam is recorded through optical
spectral hole-burning. Multiple spectral features can be
burned independently and simultaneously, where the
resultant absorption profile depends on the integrated
power or optical energy at each frequency. This recorded
power spectrum stored in the modified absorption profile
persists for the population lifetime of the absorption
transition levels, which is �10ms in Tm- and Er-doped
crystals.
As shown in the Fig. 1, the power spectrum of the input

field is burnt into the S2 material. In the current device
configuration, the crystal’s modified absorption profile is
read out with a frequency scanning optical beam that could
be created by modulating either the same laser used in the
recording stage or a second independent laser source. The
development of readout techniques is described later.
It is illustrative to refer to two theoretical approaches

that describe the response of the S2 medium to optical
fields. Colice et al. [14] used perturbation theory to describe
this interaction and adapted it to the spectrum analysis
application by suitably choosing the input fields. S2
medium was treated as a collection of programmable
filters, recording the power spectra of the incident signals
that determined the filter shape. When a chirp probes the
programmed filter, a response is produced whenever the
instantaneous chirp frequency correlates with the filter’s
spectral components. Using slow chirp rate condition, an
expression for the output field was obtained (cf. Eq. (12) in
Ref [14]) as

EoutðtÞ / Hð2pktÞe�ipkt2 , (1)

where H is the transfer function denoting the recorded
power spectrum of the incident signal and k is the chirp
rate.
Chang et al. [15,16], developed a formalism that treats

the absorption profile, modified due to arbitrary incident
signals, as a series of sinusoidal spectral gratings. It is
represented by aðnÞ ¼

R1
0 gðtÞ cos½2pntþ fðtÞ�dt, where

g(t) is the amplitude of the spectral grating with a period
corresponding to 1/t and f(t) is the phase of that spectral
grating. It was shown that when such a programmed S2
material (optically thin medium of length dz) is probed, the
resultant output field is given by

EoutðtÞ ¼ EinðtÞ � dz

Z 1
0

gðtÞe�ifðtÞEinðt� tÞdt. (2)

If a linear frequency chirp is used to read out the power
spectrum stored in the material, then the probe pulse of
amplitude Eo is represented by Ein(t) ¼ Eo cos(2pnst+kt2/
2) where k is the chirp-rate and ns is the starting frequency.
The output is then shown to be the sum of the delayed
weighted chirp echoes from the spectral gratings and the
transmitted chirped pulse. The intensity of the readout
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signal can be obtained as

EoutðtÞ
�� ��2 ¼ E2

o � 2E2
o dz

Z 1
0

gðtÞ cos½2pkttþ 2pnst

� pkt2 þ fðtÞ�dt. ð3Þ

Under slow scan rate conditions (say kt251), the second
term of the output is shown to be proportional to a(n) with
the frequency timescale conversion, n ¼ kt. Thus in either
approach, it is observed that for slow chirp rates, the
output field is the time domain map of the recorded power
spectrum resulting in spectral analysis and that the
transformation between coordinate domains is scaled by
the chirp rate k. This implies that the S2SA exhibits a
temporal impedance matching capability whereby a multi-
gigahertz RF input signal is scaled to low-bandwidth
output that depends on the scan rate. Thus the readout
signal carrying the desired power spectrum is detected with
a low-bandwidth photodetector that enables the use of
commercially available inexpensive low sample rate ana-
log-to-digital converters.

A crucial aspect of the device operation is the fast
readout of the stored spectral features. The stationarity
condition in conventional spectroscopic readout dictates
that the spectral resolution (Dn) and the scan rate (k) are
related by Dn �

ffiffiffi
k
p

. Thus a spectral resolution of 100 kHz
over 1GHz bandwidth requires a scan time of 100ms,
which is beyond the limit of the storage time in the S2
materials and also well beyond the desired device latency
specification. A consequence of broadband fast scans of
narrow spectral features is an oscillatory distortion on the
readout feature, observed clearly in Ref. [17] and described
in detail in Ref. [15]. The quadratic phase term pkt2 in
Eq. (3) is responsible for the deviation from the direct
spectral mapping for fast scans. A novel post-processing
algorithm was developed [16] to remove the distortions on
the readout spectrum. The limitations on readout latency
are overcome by this technique, without sacrificing
resolution. Its implementation in a DSP environment is
described later.
In some demonstrations discussed below, a dual beam

geometry was employed to achieve background subtraction
on readout. The chirped probe beam is split before entering
the crystal such that, in addition to probing the power
spectrum burned in one spatial location, the chirped beam
also probes a spot of the crystal that did not experience any
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recording. The portion that illuminates the unprocessed
location in the crystal acts as a reference and carries the
absorptive background information and the other portion
reads the spectra and carries the desired spectrum. These
beams are incident on a differential detector, operating in a
balanced mode that facilitates extraction of the common
mode signal. This differential detection scheme enables
background subtraction and rejection of laser intensity
noise. It should be noted, however, that the shot noise
increases with this technique. The basic circuitry of the
balanced detector and the principle of operation are
detailed in Ref. [18]. The detector used in the experiments
described here utilized a pair of Hamamatsu 3883
photodiodes and a linear high-pass response output was
used.

3. Experimental demonstrations

Several features of the device were investigated in order
to establish the operational phase space and provide
guidelines for the prototype device architecture. The
investigations ranged from device performance demonstra-
tions such as wide spectral coverage and fine spectral
resolution to characterization studies such as material
dynamic range. Some results from these investigations are
provided in this section.

3.1. Gigahertz bandwidth demonstration—wide spectral

coverage

A high-bandwidth proof of concept experiment was
performed to demonstrate the ability of the S2SA to
capture and process RF signals that span a wide spectrum.
The RF signal used to drive the EOPM to encode the
793 nm optical carrier was generated as a 75MHz square
wave modulation on a 2.5GHz signal. This produces a
series of harmonics of the modulating signal on the optical
carrier. The microwave spectrum is recorded in a Tm:YAG
crystal, cooled to 4K, and subsequently read out with an
optical chirp in a double-sideband (DSB) readout config-
uration, which is described later.

Fig. 2 shows the microwave spectrum produced by the
S2SA and the features up to the 11th harmonic
(43.3GHz) can be clearly seen. A zoom of the seventh
harmonic shows that the feature is resolved to 260 kHz
resulting in a time bandwidth product (TBP) of �4000. The
post-processing algorithm was applied for the removal of
distortions due to fast readout. This implementation clearly
demonstrates the ability of the S2SA to record and analyze
spectra of wideband RF signals that offer about 100 ms or
less of capture and trace window. The readout signal
spanned 1GHz bandwidth and a 200 kHz resolution
was observed over the full operational bandwidth. The
spectral coverage demonstrated here was only 3.5GHz in
Tm:YAG, a system that offers 420GHz bandwidth.
Analyses of spectra spanning tens of gigahertz have
recently been demonstrated [11,14].
3.2. Ultra-fine spectral resolution on high-frequency RF

carriers

This demonstration involves recording and resolving
narrow features on RF carriers with frequencies in the
X band regime (8–12GHz). The results from the demon-
stration of readout of spectrum near 10GHz are shown in
Fig. 3. A remarkable 27 kHz resolution was obtained on
the 10GHz feature, which, to the best of our knowledge, is
the narrowest high-frequency feature resolved via hole-
burning. The scan rate of 0.1GHz/ms, used in this
demonstration is 100 times over the conventional limit
(discussed earlier) required for this ultra-fine resolution.
This clearly demonstrates that the readout latency is not
bound by the required resolution, a significant benefit in
the operation of a practical device. An optical rejection
ratio of 1000 is also observed.

3.3. Dynamic range of operation

One of the important device performance specifications
is the dynamic range of operation. The dynamic range is
typically defined in terms of the minimum detectable
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signals, the maximum observable signal before compres-
sion, third-order intermodulation (TOI), and other non-
linear mixing terms. We have undertaken a two-fold
investigation of the material response to strong RF
modulation on optical carriers. The first study is to
investigate the relationship between the power of a single
RF tone modulating an optical carrier and the depth of the
corresponding spectral hole burnt in the S2 medium’s
absorption profile. It can be shown that the depth of the
recorded spectral feature should grow linearly with the
recording signal power. However, each spectral bin has a
finite number of absorber ions, which leads to the
saturation of absorption. Moreover, power broadening
causes the spectral features to broaden beyond the
desired spectral resolution. These effects affect the dynamic
range.

For an arbitrary RF modulation on the optical carrier
multiple spectral features at the appropriate frequencies are
recorded. Then several factors could hamper the perfor-
mance of the device. The excitation of ions in the
neighboring spectral bins can cause spectral leakage or
diffusion leading to cross-talk. The features can blur
resulting in loss of resolution. If the powers are high
enough to compress the material absorption, nonlinear
effects can dominate. The interaction between different
spectral components can lead to undesired mixing terms
and spurious signals such as TOI affecting the dynamic
range of operation. In addition, the presence of a
saturating (or jamming) signal could lower the material
dynamic range (or sensitivity) for a weaker signal of
interest. Such a scenario can be envisaged during real-time
spectral surveillance, where strong jammers can mask
hostile communications.

To investigate the material dynamic range, the low-
bandwidth setup shown in Fig. 1 was employed with an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to frequency modulate a
stabilized laser at 793 nm. Signal generators were used to
create the pure RF tones at the desired frequency and
create single upper optical sidebands. These features were
recorded in a Tm:YAG crystal at 4K, for a finite interval
of time that could be varied by using the AOM as a gate.
The recorded features were read out by an optical chirp
generated by driving the AOM with an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG). A dual beam set up was employed to
perform real-time background subtraction and balanced
detection. The readout signals were detected by a photo-
detector, digitized, and processed to get the feature depth
estimate.

3.3.1. Single-tone modulation

A single spectral feature at 265MHz was recorded in the
crystal. The feature was read out with a 10MHz chirp in
100 ms. The oscillatory readout signal and the recovered
feature are shown in Fig. 4. The average peak and the
average background were measured. The figure shows the
growth of the peak of the output signal with the input RF
power.
It can be seen that the Tm:YAG-based system can be
operated with more than 40 dB dynamic range, at a single
spectral channel. This can be obtained from the intersec-
tion of the two solid lines (1 dB/dBm line and the
background noise line) to where the readout signal (dots)
deviates from the 1 dB/dBm line. It should be noted that
this data represents an average of several single-shot
captures. The peak to background ratio in a single capture
trace has been observed to be �30 dB. In this experiment
the bandwidth of the spectral feature was around 2MHz
while the detector bandwidth was 15MHz. In general, the
bandwidth of interest for noise considerations is deter-
mined by the detector bandwidth, the desired spectral
resolution, and the chirp rate even in the wide spectral scan
mode of operation.

3.3.2. Two-tone modulation

A two-tone modulation technique to study the nonlinea-
rities and intermodulation in the material revealed that the
system presents no intrinsic mixing frequency effects. The
study was undertaken in two different ways. The first dealt
with varying the power in both the two tones simulta-
neously and observing the signal strengths at various
spectral locations including the tones and the modulation
terms. A plot of the growth of the signal power with the RF
input power can be seen in Fig. 5(a). The two tones (265
and 266MHz) maintain the desired linear growth in the
signal power till compression similar to the one-tone
modulation case. If TOI terms were to exist they should
be observable at 264 and 267MHz. The power at the
spectral location corresponding to 267MHz was monitored
along with the noise background 3MHz away from the
tone peak. Both values were statistically identical at the full
range of input operational power, thereby demonstrating
that no intrinsic temporal mixing effects exist even at
saturation.
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The second study deals with the capability of the
spectrum analyzer to offer the same dynamic range even
in the presence of saturating signals and has applications in
operation in extreme environments. In this investigation
the power of one of tones (266MHz) was kept constant
while the power on the 265MHz tone was varied over more
than a decade. The results are shown in Fig. 5(b) suggest
that S2 devices can discriminate and extract a desired signal
that are 40–50 dB lower than a strong saturating signal that
is only 1MHz apart.

The absence of intermodulation terms leads to interest-
ing and significant implications for the device operation.
The dynamic range is not limited by spurious signals,
or spurs, generated by the material even at compression.
Thus the dynamic range is extended into the nonlinear
regime of operation. A systematic study of the
dynamic range extension is reported in Ref. [14].
The operation of the device in the compression regime is
also discussed in the device and subsystem modeling
section later.
4. Modular architecture—subsystem development

The above demonstrations clearly show the performance
potential of the S2SA device. The specifications for a
prototype development were set to reflect these capabilities.
Thus, processing bandwidths of 1–10GHz, spectral resolu-
tion of �25 kHz, recording time aperture, and readout
latency of 1ms, and dynamic range in the interval 30–50 dB
were chosen as the target specifications. This section deals
with the design, development, and characterization of the
subsystems of S2SA to achieve these operational perfor-
mance specifications. The modular representation of the
basic single channel S2SA architecture is shown in Fig. 6.
The modules represent a single or a group of subsystems
that needed to be developed and interfaced. Other essential
modules such as optical amplifiers and spatial multiplexing
are not included in this architecture.

4.1. Laser stabilization module

The laser was stabilized using regenerative spectral hole-
burning techniques, which allow laser linewidths of �5 kHz
over the 10ms timescale to be achieved [19]. All the
experimental demonstrations in Tm:YAG reported here
were carried out with such a stabilized laser source. The
linewidth thus obtained also satisfies the requirement that
the laser linewidth is smaller than the desired spectral
resolution.

4.2. Readout laser module

Here we present a spectral feature readout technique that
allows extraction of tens of GHz of spectral information
bandwidth at a high resolution. This technique has been
employed in most of the experimental demonstrations
discussed in this paper and is based upon using a highly
coherent master laser [19,20] and applying a linear
frequency modulation (LFM) RF waveform to broadband
electro-optic phase modulators. This technique, coined
DSB readout, though limited in bandwidth sweeping
capabililty compared to alterante wideband readout
approaches [21], offers spectral resolution comparable to
the coherent laser’s linewidth (�kHz). As an example this
technique can generate over 12GHz of single-octave LFM
bandwidth using a commercially available 40Gbps pulse
pattern generator (PPG) [22]. DSB readout is most
applicable when the spectral properties of the recording
beam are DSB, which is the case when the input RF is
modulated onto a carrier with an EOM.
The electric field of a DSB modulated optical signal can

be written as

E ¼ Eo cosð2pf ltþ b cosðpkt2 þ 2pf stÞÞ, (4)

where Eo is the field amplitude, fl is the unmodulated laser
frequency, fs is the chirp start frequency at t ¼ 0 for the
first-order sidebands, b ¼ pVo/Vp is the electro-optic
modulation coefficient, Vp is the voltage required to
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produce a p phase shift, V is the rf driving voltage of the
LFM, and k is the chirp rate defined as k ¼ BW/tc, where
BW is the bandwidth for the chirp and tc is the chirp time.
Eq. (4) can be expanded in terms of Bessel functions as

E ¼ Eo

X1
n¼�1

JnðbÞ cosð2pðf l � nf sÞt� npkt2 þ np=2Þ. (5)

In this form the total electric field can be viewed as a sum
of multiple linearly chirping fields, each with a start
frequency with respect to the carrier, nfs, and a chirp rate
nk as well as the n ¼ 0 optical carrier. The frequency
chirped sidebands can be swept linearly (or nonlinearly) in
frequency by simply adding the correct time-dependent
phase term [23]. Here we assume that the modulator is
driven in the linear regime such that only the optical carrier
and first-order sidebands are significant. A power spectral
density (PSD) representation of the DSB technique is
shown in Fig. 7(a).

A theoretical discussion on how spectral features are
mapped into time domain signals using chirped sources is
detailed in Ref. [15], which also discusses the relationship
between the chirp rate and resultant spectral resolution.
Here we describe DSB readout through basic absorption
spectroscopy. As an example, we consider an S2 material
with two lorentzian holes, burned at 7o0 from the laser
line center due to an rf at o0 being modulated onto a
optical carrier at oc with an EOM, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
The absorption coefficient may be expressed as

aðoÞ ¼ 1�
ZDo2

Hole

ðo� o0Þ
2
þ Do2

Hole

"

�
ZDo2

Hole

ðoþ o0Þ
2
þ Do2

Hole

#
a0ðoÞ, ð6Þ

where Zo1 is the hole depth, a0(o) is frequency-dependent
unburned absorption coefficient (the inhomogeneous ab-
sorption profile) which peaks at a0, DoHole is the hole half-
width, and o0 is the frequency location of the hole(s) from
the laser line center. An important symmetry condition for
this example is 2pfl ¼ oc, i.e. the recording and readout
carrier frequencies are the same. This may be achieved in
practice by using the same highly coherent laser for both
spectral feature recording and DSB readout.
The time-dependent absorption coefficient, according to

the above transformation, is

aðtÞ ¼ 1�
ZðDtHoleÞ

2

t� ðo0=kÞ
� �2

þ ðDtHoleÞ
2

"

�
ZðDtHoleÞ

2

tþ ½o0=ð�kÞ�
� �2

þ ðDtHoleÞ
2

#
a0, ð7Þ
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where the temporal feature width is now DtHole ¼ DoHole/k
and we have assumed a0(o) ¼ a0 in the region of interest.
Since the upper and lower chirp rates are opposite each
other, a single temporal hole location is seen at t0 ¼ o0/k.

aðtÞ ¼ 1�
2ZðDtHoleÞ

2

ðt� t0Þ
2
þ ðDtHoleÞ

2

� �
a0. (8)

This result shows how the time-dependent absorption
experienced by the two chirps is identical in time.
The detected DSB readout signal, shown in Fig. 7(c), is
given by,

PDetðtÞ�Pread expð�aðtÞLÞ. (9)

For the current work, high-bandwidth digital chirp signals
were created with a PPG. This is done by using the PPG as if
it were an AWG with only 1 bit of vertical resolution. In this
situation, the electric field in Eq. (4) is replaced with

E ¼ Eo cos 2pf ltþ f tð Þ
� �

.

f tð Þ ¼
b if cos 1

2
kt2 þ 2pf st

� �
40

�b if cos 1
2
kt2 þ 2pf st

� �
p0:

8<
: ð10Þ

From the well-known sampling theorem [24], any wave-
form which is bandwidth limited to BL can be reconstructed
from a discrete set of samples taken at a rate R4RN, where
RN ¼ 2BL is the Nyquist frequency. Thus, assuming a
suitably fast sampling rate, the PPG output spectrum is
expected to perform well for simple LFM functions, up to
the Nyquist limit. We utilized DSB readout using a 12Gbps
PPG to generate 5GHz sweeps in 200ms, for a variety of S2-
based applications [25]. A generalized readout approach for
spectral discovery using multiple frequency-swept sidebands
is described in Ref. [25].
4.3. Material module: novel S2 material development

The S2 crystal, which is the core of the device, needs fine
resolution and broad spectral coverage. Measurements in
Tm:YAG [26] indicated that even under extreme conditions
of operation such as high optical or RF power and wide
frequency span, 200 kHz spectral resolution was still
achievable. The other key requirement for several spectral
surveillance applications is ultra-wide bandwidth proces-
sing capability. To meet the objective of developing
materials for 10GHz operation scalable to 4100GHz,
samples of the novel S2 material, Tm3+:LiNbO3, were
fabricated and characterized.

Spectroscopic studies of Tm3+:LiNbO3 have shown that
it provides substantial improvements in performance and
bandwidth relative to Tm3+:YAG. Polarized absorption
and fluorescence spectra between the 3H6 and

3H4 multiplets
show that a majority of the transition intensity between the
multiplets is concentrated in the lowest-to-lowest
3H6(1)–

3H4(1) transition of interest for spatial-spectral
holography and optical coherent transient applications.
The s-polarized 3H6(1)–
3H4(1) absorption coefficient mea-

sured with a thin 0.9mm thick sample is shown in Fig. 8.
The absorption coefficient for 0.1% Tm3+:LiNbO3 is

15 cm�1 compared with 1.7 cm�1 for 0.1% Tm:YAG, and
the total absorption strength is 250 cm�2 compared with
1.6 cm�2. When appropriate factors are considered, the
oscillator strength for Tm3+:LiNbO3 is about 50 times
larger than that for Tm3+:YAG, making it seven times more
sensitive to input signals. The available bandwidth in 0.1%
Tm3+:LiNbO3 is 300GHz (20–30GHz for Tm:YAG) which
was confirmed by measuring the photon-echo-excitation
spectrum. These factors combine to provide a surprisingly
large increase in material performance.
The homogeneous linewidth Gh measured by photon

echoes was 25 kHz at 1.6 and 400 kHz at 5.6K. The
temperature dependence of Gh from 1.6 to 6.5K is shown
in Fig. 9. Again this is exemplary performance. Using
absorption spectra recorded as a function of temperature,
we found the second crystal field level at 7.8 cm�1,
consistent with the measurements [27]; apparently the
electron-phonon coupling is small in this material, resulting
in this favorable temperature dependence of homogeneous
linewidth. Stimulated photon echo measurements show
that the excited state 3H4 lifetime T1 ¼ 150 ms and the
bottleneck lifetime is much longer—about 20ms.
The novel materials described here spectacularly enhance

the scalability of the device operation to the 100GHz range
while still yielding sub-MHz spectral resolution.

4.4. Device and subsystem modeling

A simulator of the S2SA was developed that takes into
account the operation of the device from RF input through
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the optical chain back to electronic and digital domain and
the processed output. Tracking the coupling between
signal(s) and noise is useful for monitoring the effects of
TOI and saturation, as well as studying the effectiveness of
background cancellation techniques. Here we give the
details of the simulator along with an example of multitone
signal processing.

4.4.1. Time domain signal model

The simulator is a time domain signal model that uses
temporal realizations of the signal and noise to track not
only the powers of the signal and noise, but the coupling
that can occur between them. The simulator tracks the
signals and noise from end to end of the device, as can be
seen in Fig. 10. The flow of the simulator as well as the
effects that are currently included in the simulation are
illustrated.

The parameters used in the test simulation are given
here. Broadband RF inputs signals are phase modulated
(Vp ¼ 2.0V) onto an optical carrier (10mW) at 793 nm to
be resonant with Tm:YAG crystal. This optical signal is
amplified (gain ¼ 6 dB, noise figure ¼ 3 dB) and incident
on the S2 material (0.1% Tm:YAG, 7.6mm long, absorp-
tion length, a0L�1.45) with a spot radius of 280 mm. The
relative intensity noise (�150 dBc/Hz) is included, but the
laser linewidth is assumed to be o20 kHz.The incident
optical input modifies the absorption profile of the S2
material. The interaction of the input field with the optical
medium is done in a manner similar to a PSD analysis,
where overlapping segments (64 ms) of the signal are
processed in succession for a total observation time of
2ms. For each segment, the effects of the homogeneous
linewidth, set to 20 kHz FWHM, accumulation, incoherent
saturation of the absorption, material thickness, the
Poissonian nature of the absorption process, and popula-
tion decay (chosen to be three level in the case of Tm:YAG
with a upper state lifetime of 0.8ms and a 50% branching
ratio to a bottleneck state with lifetime of 10ms) are
considered.
The effects of coherent saturation are included, except

that rather than compute the exact solution for the
saturation due to a modulated pulse (a third-order time-
ordered integration over time), the saturation is approxi-
mated by a cosine function, whose argument is propor-
tional to the square root of the power spectrum of writing
pulse (the pulse area). This simplified algorithm is
significantly less computationally demanding but typically
leads (depending on temporal structure of writing pulse) to
roughly a factor of two overestimation of the total power
in all distortions. Since incoherent saturation dominates
the coherent saturation, this approximation is not expected
to significantly impact SA performance predictions. After
the spectrum is recorded, the power spectrum burned in the
S2 material is readout with a scanned frequency laser
(40mW laser scanned 200MHz in 0.2ms, a scan rate of
1MHz/ms). During readout, the effects of homogeneous
linewidth, detector shot and thermal noise (noise equiva-
lent power (NEP)�3.6 pW/Hz1/2), and quantization
(16 bits) are taken into account. The 16-bit digitizer is
2 bits greater than required for a 42 dB output dynamic
range, but was chosen to better illustrate other noise
contributions. The effects of distortion and spectral
recovery are not included in the test simulation presented
here. The final output is obtained by subtracting the
measured signal from a stored signal with zero RF input,
which includes a measurement of the fixed fine structure on
the inhomogeneous broadened absorption profile due to
the limited number of ions in the frequency–space volume
of the measurement. Finally, the measured transmission is
converted and scaled to the input RF power spectrum to
produce the output power spectrum.
To test the dynamic range of the S2SA, the RF input

used was made up of 12 tones. Eleven of the tones range
from 180 to 280MHz with 10MHz spacing. These
frequencies were chosen to reduce the computation time
of the simulator, but the performance of the device for tone
in the multi-GHz range will not change from that predicted
here. The 180MHz tone has an amplitude of 0.8V (8 dBm
in 50O). The rest of the tones are successively 5 dB less,
down to �42 dBm at 280MHz. A tone at 169MHz is
added at 8 dBm to determine the strength of two-tone TOI
tone, which would be at 158MHz. The 8 dBm level was
chosen as it produced a two-tone TOI-52 dB down in the
optical power spectrum produced by the phase modulator
before interaction with the crystal. Fig. 11 shows the
digitized power spectrum produced by the S2SA. The
output power spectrum was calibrated by setting the tone
at 240MHz to be �30 dB.Thus the figure represents the
measure power spectrum relative to the input power level
of 8 dBm. A compression of about 10 dB is observed on the
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two strong (8 dBm) tones. The 3 dBm tone at 190MHz is
compressed by 1 dB and all the rest of the tones are within
0.5 dB. The output resolution of 50 kHz was determined by
measuring the FWHM of the tone at 210MHz (�15 dB
down from the 8 dBm tones). The dotted line represents the
rms noise level of �55 dB, as measured around 152MHz
(the gray-shaded region).

The main contribution to the noise floor is the shot noise
of the detected readout signal. The noise floor is propor-
tional to the square root of the readout laser power, but the
maximum readout power is limited due to readout
saturation. The limit is set by the number of ions in the
space–frequency measurement volume. The noise perfor-
mance of the S2SA can be improved by increasing the spot
diameter, along with the recording and read beam powers.
Alternative materials could also be used. The �52 dB TOI
level is shown with the dash-dot line. The two-tone TOI at
158MHz due to the two strong tones is barely visible above
the noise (o50 dB), illustrating how the TOI of the S2SA
system is a consequence of the EOM and not the material
interaction. The �48 dB peak seen at 159MHz is the multi-
tone TOI due to all the evenly space input tones and it too
is a consequence of the EOM, not the S2 material. The
ability of the S2 material to compress the power spectrum
without introducing TOI allows it to have a greater than
50 dB input dynamic range, which is well suited to the
application of searching for small signals in a sea of strong
signals.

5. Module for detection and continuous recovery processing

The back end of the device is the detection and post-
processing module that deals with conversion of the
optical readout signal into the electronic domain with
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Fig. 13. Setup for recovering a simulated hole readout with FPGA.

Oscilloscope captured traces (with averaging) of FPGA performing

recovery of a simulated hole (25 kHz) at 1MHz/ms and sampled at

90MSPS. The processing latency is 309.8ms. FWHM of the recovered

feature was estimated as 27.8 kHz.
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photodetectors and subsequent digitization for post-
processing to map the spectral features and measure the
device dynamic range. Our simulations and experimental
results indicate that a typical readout signal consists of a
large DC background along with the signal of interest that
has an oscillatory distortion, observed when fine spectral
features are readout with fast scans. Depending on the
depth of the spectrum burned in the absorption profile of
the S2 material, the ratio of the signal of interest to the DC
background can vary over several orders of magnitude as
depicted in Fig. 12.

The problems with the DC component during post-
processing are: less gain for signal of interest, digitization
errors, distortion, and loss of dynamic range. We designed
and tested a single channel biased detection module that
could compensate for up to 50mW of DC optical power. A
flat frequency response (DC-60MHz) at high gain and
NEP �4 pW/Hz1/2 were measured. The detector output
was digitized for post-processing and used to measure
spectral feature shape and depth at high optical powers.

As part of post-processing, a spectral recovery technique
has been developed [16] to remove distortions in the output
spectra due to fast-chirped readout, as seen in the figure.
This can also eliminate the slow chirp rate requirement and
lower readout latency. Since recovery is a linear and time
invariant filtering operation, it can be performed either in
frequency or time domain with an appropriate filter on a
digital signal-processing platform. This section deals with
the implementation and testing of the continuous real-time
spectral recovery algorithm on a digital signal-processing
platform based on field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA). Continuous real-time recovery is achieved by
adapting the original recovery algorithm to an implemen-
tation suited for FPGA. Performing recovery in the time
domain has the benefit that processing can begin as soon as
the readout process starts and the filter only needs to have
as many taps as are necessary to obtain a given frequency
resolution, thus reducing the processing latency. The
details of implementation are described in Ref. [28].
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Fig. 12. Typical readout signals showing the signals of interest on a large

DC background; the inset shows a zoom of the weak spectrum of interest.
Here we discuss the implementation of this algorithm on
an XtremeDSP kit for Virtex-4 manufactured by Nallatech
[29]. The kit has dual A/Ds and D/As along with the
FPGA core. The algorithm written in VHDL code was
programmed into the FPGA core. In a test experiment a
simulated readout signal stored in read-only memory
(ROM) in the FPGA was used as shown in Fig. 13. This
experiment allows for an accurate measurement of proces-
sing latency and expected recovered feature width. The
ROM stores simulated data representing the ringing due to
a 25 kHz wide hole read out at 1MHz/m s, band-limited to
45MHz, and sampled at 90MSPS. In this experiment, the
FPGA input also operates at 90MHz to simulate a hole-
burning experiment.
By simultaneously capturing both the readout signal and

the recovered signal as shown in Fig. 13 the processing
latency has been estimated to be 309.8 ms. This is well
within the 1ms latency limit requirement. By zooming in
on the recovered hole, one can make an accurate
measurement of the hole-width. The recovery processor
achieved a recovered hole-width of 27.8 kHz from reading
out a 25 kHz hole at a chirp rate 1MHz/ms. The width of
the hole recovered by the FPGA closely matches the
27.8 kHz width predicted by the simulation when the
readout bandwidth is limited to 45MHz.
In the first real-time demonstration of recovery proces-

sing with FPGA-based system a lay out similar to Fig. 1, is
chosen. The signal of interest consists of two strong
features at 261.8 and 262.2MHz combined with two
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Fig. 14. (a) Readout signal from spectrum with multiple holes. Multiple features read out at 0.05MHz/ms recovered with the (b) FPGA and (c) Matlab.
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weaker features at 261.4 and 262.6MHz. This signal
modulated the laser beam at 793 nm and its spectrum
was recorded in Tm:YAG. An AWG produced a linear
frequency chirp for readout. The transmitted optical chirp
is detected and digitized at 50MSPS. Reading out the
spectrum at 0.05MHz/ms produced the temporal map
plotted as a function of chirp frequency, shown in
Fig. 14(a).

Finally, the recovery processor convolved the readout
signal with a 4609 tap filter to remove the phase distortion
caused by fast readout. The figure also shows the readout
signal recovered with the FPGA real-time recovery
processor (b) and a Matlab program that performed the
frequency domain spectral recovery (c). The strong and
weak features are clearly present at the correct frequencies
in both recovered spectra, showing that the recovery
processor works well for composite spectra. The predicted
resolution of �28 kHz, based on the used FGPA hardware,
was observed.

6. Summary

We have described the principle and operation of
spectrum analyzer based on S2 materials, which offer the
potential for processing and analyzing high-bandwidth
analog optical waveforms over arbitrary time apertures.
We have demonstrated S2 materials can record and process
the power spectra of microwave signals lasting on the order
of tens of microseconds and with bandwidths in the tens of
gigahertz range, modulated onto an optical carrier. The
results of the experimental investigations and the develop-
ment of subsystem components along with a device
simulator have been presented. This device has significant
operational and design features. Electronic signals to be
analyzed are modulated directly onto an optical carrier
with EOMs (phase or amplitude) with no down conversion
or multiplexing requirements in the electronic domain. The
ability to operate at the RF without any down conversion
or demultiplexing in the electronic domain could poten-
tially enhance the spur-free dynamic range (SFDR) of the
device. The EOMs facilitate the transfer of the full
electronic spectrum to the optical domain and the spectral
information is stored in the absorption profile of the S2
material. The S2 material captures the spectrum of the
optical signal, through spectral hole-burning, with integra-
tion times of 1 ms to 1ms in a small material volume.
A typical spot size �100 mm, thus 1 cm2 crystal can
simultaneously analyze over 10,000 independent beams.
Signals with frequency range within the material absorp-
tion band that arrive during the integration time can be
intercepted, recorded, and readout resulting in unity
probability of intercept. The ability to achieve continuous
unity probability of intercept by either allowing continuous
exposure of a single spot of the material to the modulated
optical signal or employing a two-spot approach with one
spot recording while the other is being read out in tandem
can also be envisaged.
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